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WARNING
Small Parts. Choking Hazard.



Pieces of Wood is a very natural but very
different approach to building blocks. 
The pieces are cut from the branches of responsibly harvested trees, 
the bark is not removed and each set is unique.  
Most of the pieces are 2, 4, 6, 8 or 10cm long with parallel ends but 
they vary naturally in diameter; the set also includes platform pieces 
and other challenging shapes.   

Children quickly learn how to combine the modular pieces to create 
supportive columns of equal height and by placing platform pieces 
across the columns they can investigate balance and stability and 
discover the rewards of “trial and error”.

Imaginative young minds will see endless combinations and possibilities 
perhaps using the pieces of felt as a roof or floor covering.

Note:  This product is made from natural wood and pieces of bark may become 
detached; the product is therefore not recommended for children under 3 years of age.
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